Introns are located either between codons (phase 0) or within codons (phase 1 and 2) and their phases as well as location usually stay unchanged for a long time. A string of intron phases represents a structure which may carry useful additional information about internal rearrangements of a gene. Combined search for intron phase patterns and exon lengths serves as a helpful approach for finding conserved intragenic duplications and other rearrangements. In vertebrate genes intragenic duplications usually are more numerous than in orthologs from other animal taxons. Intron phase patterns and exon lengths are highly conservative in some genes and can be traced back to a common ancestor of mammals and nematodes. Despite this, there are orthologs which show drastic losses of intron-exon structures as found in insects and urochordata. Driving forces behind such changes in exon-intron structures remain unknown and need further investigation.
INTRODUCTION
It is a commonly held view that the majority of introns are ancient elements and their positions usually remain unchanged [1] . There are 3 phases, in which introns can be inserted: phase 0 (between codons) and phases 1 & 2 (after the first or second nucleotides of a codon). Intron sliding or shifts of intron-exon boundary over a few nucleotides leading to a change of intron phase are real but considered as rare events [2] . It means that many introns once being inserted in a certain position retain their phase for a long evolutionary time.
Changes in intron phase patterns indicate changes occurring in genes, which may or may not affect corresponding proteins. A comparison of intron phase pattern between distant species may reveal internal duplications, deletions, and other rearrangements which occurred during evolution of a particular gene. Measuring entropy of such strings allows discrimination between random and highly organised combinations of introns and exons in studied genes.
The idea that internal gene duplications played an important role in evolution of genes has a long history [3] [4] [5] . Fedorov et al. [6] estimated the proportion of duplicated exons in a set of 305 human genes as at least 6%. Marcotte et al. [7] came to a more or less similar conclusion that duplicated sequences occur in 14% of all proteins and about 3 times are more frequent in eukaryotes than in prokaryotes. Frequency of internal duplications is correlated with organismal complexity [8] and increased during metazoan evolution until the emergence of chordates [9] .
Duplications which involve an exon and sections of surrounding introns or several exon-intron pairs, if they framed by introns in the same phase, do not affect reading frame as longest is the constitutive form. Even if this is not the case, it is just an arbitrary way of selecting one duplicate. Then one from the 'longest' duplicates, if several are of the same length, was randomly chosen. The total numbers of studied genes were: Hs- 11, 315, 497, 312 and At-9914.
Ensembl genome browser ortholog predictions were used for comparisons of genes from several distant species. Relevant details are described in Tables 3-5 .
Assessing Probability of Strings Using the Sliding Frame Approach
Entropy of a string measures a degree of randomness within this string. A string consisting of one element (number), like 00000, has the lowest possible entropy and a random string has the highest entropy.
We applied the sliding frame approach for measuring entropy of individual strings. The size of sliding frame may vary. Each frame size picks different information. Frame size 1 estimates probabilities of elements {0, 1 and 2} in a string. Sliding frame size 2 estimates probabilities of different pairwise combinations like 11, 20 or any other in a string. Lengthier frames pick more complex patterns like 121 or 0112. The probability function, p(x i ), is defined as number of frames with pattern x i divided by the total number of frames in a string. This definition of probability function is used for calculation of entropy, redundancy and Z statistic explained in the following sections.
A comparison of entropy between observed intron phase strings and simulated random Bernoulli schemes (explained below) using the same size of the sliding frame can be used to detect significant non-random patterns in observed strings. As for every length of intron phase strings comparisons are distinct, here we consider an example of human genes with 32 introns. In order to make reasonable statistical comparisons the strings should be long enough and a number of observed strings of the same length must be sufficient for meaningful comparisons.
Entropy
Shannon [11] defines entropy in terms of a discrete random variable X, with possible states (or outcomes) x 1 ...x n . For three intron phases we have to use the following formula:
where p(x i ) is the probability of the ith outcome of X.
Entropy for individual strings is calculated using the probability distribution produced by the sliding frame approach for each frame size. The frame slides across the string of intron phases one at a time making a total number of comparisons of (I-F+1), where I is the number of introns and F is the frame size. A program was written in C which is capable of calculating the entropy for given frame size.
Redundancy
We used information redundancy of intron phase patterns in order to compare such patterns in genes of different sizes and composition. Entropy of observed or simulated sequences increases with frame size, F and the length of sequences, in this case the number of introns, I.
For frame size F and I introns, we define:
The optimal result is for frame size 4 or 5 because the observed entropy is compared with a random sequence with the same number of introns (I) and not the frame size (F) (proof is not given here). As the size of frames increases, observed entropy tends to the maximum value for a particular string length, I. Therefore the best discrimination of repetitiveness is achieved by using a frame size that is slightly larger than the largest log 3 (I max ), as there are three possible intron phases. I max is the maximal number of introns in the string.
Bernoulli Schemes
A Bernoulli scheme was used to generate random intron phase strings, which later were compared with the observed strings. The Bernoulli scheme is defined here as a stationary stochastic process with three possible outcome {0, 1 and 2}. The Bernoulli data were simulated by a newly written C program using the rand() function applying high order bits of the returned function to generate a random sequence from {0,1,2}. The simulations were run multiple times (N>100) and this resulted in numerous random strings of a particular length. Representative distribution of such randomly generated set of strings should be at least the size of the observed set of intron strings. This and other relevant programs can be provided on request. Generation of each element of a string was made using the genome wide intron phase frequencies [12] . The end result of these simulation processes was creation of a dataset of random strings with different lengths.
This Bernoulli scheme can be approximated by a trinomial distribution for sufficiently long strings which becomes more accurate in lengthy strings and also if p 0 does not take extreme values, where p 0 is a probability of random outcome as opposed to observed outcome (p). Thus we tried to test the H 0 whether there is no bias in the observed distribution of strings compared to the Bernoulli scheme. In this case the Bernoulli scheme can be approximated by a normal distribution enabling us to make inferences about outliers using the Z statistic. In such situation, a normal curve Z-test uses the formula given by:
In the above formula 0 p is probability of the null hypothesis (H 0 ), p is the observed probability and n is the length of strings in a particular set. Z is compared with a standard normal distribution. Thus comparison of Bernoulli distributions of intron strings with the observed distributions provides a simple approach for finding possible biases from randomness in the observed strings.
RESULTS

Comparisons of Entropy Between Observed Intron Strings and Simulated in Bernoulli Schemes
Fig.
(1) demonstrates entropy distributions for the observed intron phase strings and simulated Bernoulli schemes, with length 32. This choice is dictated in part by the case study described below in section "Intron phase patterns are helpful in phylogenetic reconstructions: human GTF2I gene". Three frame sizes were used (1, 2 and 3). The Bernoulli schemes are significantly biased toward the maximum entropy value regardless of the size of the sliding frame, which is expected for randomly created strings. The observed distributions also have the bias but in a lesser degree than Bernoulli schemes. Typical feature of the observed distributions is a lengthy tail, which contains outliers with low entropy values located beyond several standard deviations from the median value of Bernoulli distribution. The presence of outliers is common for all observed string distributions regardless of the frame size. The genes which are represented by such outliers obviously have non-random intron phase patterns. Table 1 shows the frequencies and numbers of outliers located beyond several increasing thresholds of Z distribution. The expected frequencies for random distribution (Bernoulli schemes) are also shown. In Hs the numbers of intron strings, which are outliers, exceed expectation in each category and are highly significant. The 2 comparisons of the observed and expected outliers for 2 thresholds of Z distribution (P<0.01 and P<0.001) presented at ( Fig. 2 ) strongly indicate that the differences are not random. Similar results In Hs, and mammals in general, such low entropy intron strings are particularly common. The frequency of outliers which are beyond Z 2.58 threshold (0.01 of the normal distribution) is 320% higher than expected and it is getting even higher for more strict Z thresholds. Similar trend can be seen in At and Ce, while in Dm the differences are more subtle. It can be assumed that numerous internal repeats, which increase redundancy and decrease entropy, are typical features of the low entropy intron strings. Thus, calculation of entropy values for individual intron phase strings provides a simple approach for preliminary identification of genes whose structure is significantly different from random. It is likely that at least some such genes evolved by internal duplications. Exon length is an additional criterion allowing identification of duplications within genes. As there is a significant variation in the length of exons, presence of several exons of the same length framed by introns in the same phase in a gene is a very unlikely result of random events. The relevant data using this approach are presented in section Human genes with numerous internal repeats. Fig. (3A) shows relations between length of coding sequence (total of all protein coding exons, CDS) and the number of introns per gene in human genes. There is an expected increase in the length of CDS as the number of introns and exons per gene is getting larger. Correlation between the lengths of CDS and the number of introns per human gene is high (r = 0.83). There is also lower variation in CDS lengths in genes with larger number of introns and vice versa. To present this observation in a more comparable way, the coefficient of variation (CV=STDEV/Mean) was calculated. As follows from (Fig. 3B) there is a decline in CV of CDS lengths in human genes with higher number of introns. A similar trend exists in other species (data are not shown). This essentially means that correlation between the number of introns per gene and CDS length is getting stronger as number of introns increases.
The Outliers are More Common in Human Genes
Correlation Between the Number of Introns Per Gene and the Length of Coding Sequence
A possible interpretation of this fact is that intragenic duplications are more frequent in the genes with numerous introns and, because exons are also parts of the duplications, the length of coding sequence stronger correlates with introns number. In the genes with few introns intragenic repeats are rare or absent. As the result, correlation between number of introns and CDS length is low and conversely variation of CDS length is high. Recently Chen et al. [9] came to a comparable conclusion studying repeats in proteins.
Human Genes with Numerous Internal Duplications
Human genes which have 7 or more exons of the same length framed by introns in the same phase are presented in Table 2 . Intron strings for each gene are shown and introns adjacent to repeated exons are printed in bold and underlined. Exon lengths for repeated exons in each gene are underlined; all other exons are presented by "x". Redundancy was calculated using the approach described in Methods.
While it seems very unlikely that numerous unrelated exons of the same size framed by the same phase introns could be found within a gene, the final conclusion can be drawn from the sequence comparison of such repeated exons. The data relevant to the genes presented in Table 2 can be found online in Supplementary materials. All repeated exons for each gene in Table 2 were translated into amino acid sequences and aligned using CLUSTAL W in order to compare their sequence similarity. Those positions in the alignments, which were either strictly conservative or shown by CLUSTAL W as homologous, are highlighted in these alignments. Also there are many other positions which show a degree of similarity. In general sequence data strongly indicate that all these repeated exons are copies of ancestral exons, which undergone several intragenic duplications.
Intron Phase Patterns are Helpful in Phylogenetic Reconstructions: Human GTF2I Gene
As the majority of introns are indeed ancient elements of eukaryotic genes and their phase usually remained unchanged, a pattern of intron phases could be useful for studying some aspects of gene evolution. This may include finding intragenic duplications as long as they involve at least one intron and neighbouring exon. Other rearrangements such as possible intron losses and gains and more complex events also have to be taken into consideration. Certainly direct comparative analysis of DNA or amino acid sequences allow similar investigations but accumulated mutational changes may significantly complicate identification of duplicated exons and other rearrangements.
Here, as an illustration of such approach, we present analysis of human gene GTF2I coding for general transcription factor 2I. This gene has low entropy values; sliding frame size one, F1 is 0.6 (max entropy for F1 is 1), F2 is 1.02 (max is 2) and F3 is 1.43 (max is 3). GTF2I is highly significant outlier (Z = 3.834) among the genes with 32 introns. Exon-intron structure of this gene is shown at (Fig. 4) . According to the model which we used, this gene contains 33 protein coding exons and 32 introns. Observation of exon-intron structure of this gene suggests presence of intragenic duplications, which are framed by introns in phase 1 (shown in bold). Highly conservative exons located in the middle of these repeats are framed by the introns in phase 1 and 2 (shown in italic). Sequence alignment of the conservative exons confirms significant degree of sequence similarity and hence the origin from a common ancestral sequence (Supplementary materials, Fig. 1S ). All these 6 repeated exons (their positions within the gene are 4, 14, 17, 20, 25 and 29) have exactly the same length, there is no sequence gap in any of them and there are many conservative positions. The level of sequence identity varies from 66% to ~40% in 184 nucleotides.
The total number of duplication events is likely to be 5. Amino acid sequences corresponding to the compared exons also have conservative structure with the level of identity varying from 66.7 to 38.3 % in 60 amino acids. These sequences belong to a highly conserved domain (pfam 02946.12.), which is found in numerous proteins and is possibly a DNA binding domain [14] . As these conservative exons are framed by introns in phase 1 at the 5' end and in phase 2 at the 3' end, it is clear that these duplications must involve neighbouring exons. Thus, the repeated unit includes as a core conservative GTF2I exon, two surrounding introns and the neighbouring exons. While there is no significant variation in the core exons, the immediately neighbouring exons vary much more extensively particularly in areas remote from GTF2I exons. A general conclusion, which can be drawn from study of GTF2I structure, supports numerous intragenic duplication events as the essential steps in evolution of this gene.
Alignments of exon-intron structures of orthologous genes can reveal diverse evolutionary changes. Comparisons of GTG2I orthologs from several vertebrate species (Table 3) show locations of duplicated regions including core conservative exon of 184 nucleotides. This also allows reasonable suggestions about the order in which duplications took place. There are 6 GTF2I units in the gene. Repeats number 3 and 4 in Xenopus tropicalis, Gallus gallus and Homo sapiens, if counting is done from the 5' end of the gene, are most likely the youngest and originated from repeat number 2. These repeats include 3 exons of similar sizes and framed by introns in phase 1. Both compared fish species Danio rerio and Oryzias latipes ( Table 3 ) do not have these repeats which could indicate that the duplications were generated in the common ancestor of Tetrapods.
Comparisons of exon-intron structures of genes from different species also shed some light on intron insertions and losses. Intron insertions are probably the cause of the steadily increasing number of exons in non-fish species, between the first and the second GTF2I repeats. Both fish species have only one relatively lengthy exon following the first GTF2I repeat, while in frogs there are 5 exons, in birds 6 and in mammals 7, all of which are rather short. A comparison of large number of species could verify these hypothetical intron insertions. Intron loss, on the contrary, is a plausible explanation for existence in both compared fish species 268 nucleotides exon ( Table 3 ). The corresponding position of the gene in other compared vertebrate species contain two exons of 68 and 184 nucleotides, total of which is equal to 268. Taking into consideration that the 184 nucleotide exon is an ancient element of GTF2I gene and surrounding introns are in the same phases, more parsimonious assumption is loss of the intron located between exons of 68 and 184 nucleotides in the common ancestor of zebrafish and medaka.
An alternative explanation based on insertion of phase 1 intron in higher vertebrates is less likely.
Finally, comparisons of exon-intron structures also show shifts of reading frames. For instance, shifting of exon-intron boundary can be observed in Xenopus tropicalis 33 nucleotides exon ( Table 3 , underlined exon). It differs from the corresponding exons in other species by 4 extra nucleotides, such addition must shift phase of the following intron from 1 to 2. This expectation is matched by the observation.
Comparison of Exon-Intron Structures of Orthologous Genes from Distant Species
Constantly growing number of studied genes from distant taxons allows comparisons of exon-intron structures of orthologs. Here we used Ensembl genome browser ortholog predictions for comparing sets of two genes (SLIT1 and KIDINS220) which have significant degree of redundancy and because of that were included in Table 2 . Exon-intron structures of orthologs from eight species belonging to vertebrates, urochordates, insects and nematodes were aligned according to similarity of intron strings, exon lengths and sequence similarity.
As expected, there is a high degree of likeness between orthologs of SLIT1 gene in vertebrate species ( Table 4) . All compared genes are highly enriched by phase 2 introns, which seem to be typical for the common ancestor. Exonintrons structure of SLIT1 from the sea squirt Ciona intestinalis, which belongs to urochordata and because of this is closer relative to vertebrates than other compared species, has many common features with the vertebrate orthologs. Insect genes contain twice less introns, which confirm well known fact that this group is intron poor. The nematode ortholog is different in this regard and has nearly as many introns as vertebrate orthologs. Its intron-exon structure is more similar to vertebrate genes despite longer evolutionary distance. Generally more similarities can be observed at the 5' end of the compared orthologs. The 3' end on the contrary shows less similarity. This may point out that more intron insertions and deletions as well other rearrangements took place in the 3' section of these genes since the common ancestor of the compared species. Another studied gene, KIDINS220, demonstrates significantly less evolutionary stability of the exon-intron structures ( Table 5) . Orthologs from insect species have about a quarter of the introns and exons typical for the vertebrate species. However, the protein lengths are not too different and some insect exons are exceptionally lengthy. These facts probably indicate intron losses in insects. The alternative explanation, an acquisition of introns by the gene in the vertebrate species, is not ruled out but looks less likely. For instance it contradicts the presence of numerous intragenenic exonic repeats which, were they unique for the vertebrate orthologs, should substantially elongate coding and hence protein sequences. This is not the case. Again, as in SLIT1 gene, the nematode ortholog has somewhat more comparable intron-exon structure to the vertebrate genes but the similarity is more limited. The ortholog from Ciona intestinalis, which is expected to have alike structure to the vertebrate genes, apparently lost all introns except one and its exonintron structure is not recognisable. The protein determined by this Ciona intestinalis gene is significantly shorter and this cast some doubts on its orthology. Such drastic changes in the exon-intron structure of the gene and the protein are not proportionally reflected in changes found in the primary sequence. NJ tree of the proteins coded by the KIDINS220 orthologs supports close relations between the orthologs from Ciona intestinalis and the vertebrate species (Fig. 5) . Observations made in both SLIT1 and KIDINS220 genes do not contradict each other but rather show some differences in evolutionary pathways of the genes. 
DISCUSSION
It has been recognized for some time that intragenic duplications played a role in evolution of genes [3] [4] [5] . Study of exon-intron structures allowed estimating the proportion of duplicated exons in a set of human genes as at least 6% [6] . A similar conclusion was drawn for proteins, where duplicated sequences occur in 14% of studied eukaryotic sequences and is about 3 times more frequent than in Prokaryotes [7] . The data presented in this paper show that intragenic repeats are more frequent than expected by random occurrence (Fig. 2) ; thus supporting the view that internal duplications were a common feature of evolution in some gene families. In human genes high correlation between lengths of CDS and number of introns was observed (r = 0.83). As duplication process multiplies the number of both exons and introns this could lead to the high correlation. A smaller number of outliers among intron strings typical for Drosophila melanogaster, might be caused by the intron losses which followed duplication process and thus masked duplication events.
There is also a correlation between frequency of internal repeats and organismal complexity [8] . As recently shown intragenic duplications were quite common during metazoan evolution until the emergence of chordates [9] . Perhaps the duplication process did not stop entirely after the emergence of chordates. As our data show in the genes with high redundancy there is a slight increase in number of repeats from fish to higher vertebrates which provide some support for the above statement ( Table 3, Supplementary materials Table  1S ).
Symmetric exons or a group of neighbouring exons framed by introns in the same phase are preferable for duplication process [15] . If the breaks occur in the surrounding introns, which have the same phase, this does not shift the reading frame and might not cause negative consequences. Several consecutive duplications create highly repetitive intron strings which can be detected by measuring their entropy. A combined search for exons with the same length and framed by introns in the same phase is the next step, which identifies intragenic duplications. Finally such intragenic duplications involving a single exon-intron pair or more complex grouping can be confirmed by the alignments of DNA and protein sequences. Long genes resulted from numerous internal duplications are relatively rare, but could be important if their proteins became "hubs" of proteome interactions [16] The intragenic duplications can, at least in some degree, explain intron as well as exon creation process. Studies of protein domain families extend current understanding of the process and show distinct duplication patterns. Tandem repeats of certain domains can be observed in many proteins [17] . A model of gene formation based on essential role of introns in the duplication process was recently suggested [18] . Similar observation relevant to MHC-linked tenascin-X gene was made earlier by Hughes [19] . As the data, which we report here, show intragenic duplications were used extensively during evolution of some genes.
A comparison of repeated exon -intron units between orthologs also reveal some intron losses. Gene SLIT1 is a good example. Beside the core 72 nucleotide repeated exons, there are also three 144 nucleotide repeats, which are most likely resulted from intron losses (see also Supplementary materials). In some cases considered in this paper, intragenic repeats have a tandem structure, which might be a product of unequal recombination. In other situations intragenic repeats are dispersed. The basic point, however, remains unchanged, intragenic repeats regardless of their lengths or positions have to be framed by introns in the same phase. This is an essential condition for successful unequal recombination; otherwise shift of reading frame is inevitable.
The question of why the basic features of intron phase patterns of orthologs from some species remained conserved, while genes from other species went through significant changes, needs clarification. Perhaps transcription itself or posttranscriptional events might be affected by the presence or absence of introns and, if so, could create certain selective pressures. Another question which still begs an answer is why intron insertions and losses seem to be more permissible during early stages of metazoan evolution. In other words the question is why such rearrangements became less common after separation of major groups.
CONCLUSION
Information carried by exon-intron structures was not widely used so far, while it could be helpful in resolving different questions relevant to gene evolution. Measuring entropy of intron strings reveals genes with numerous repeats. Comparative analysis of such genes from different species combined with a search for the same length exons framed by introns in the same phase identifies duplications, intron insertions and losses as well as shifts of exon-intron borders. It also provides additional information about timing of the rearrangements in exon-intron structures, which can not be obtained from investigations of coding sequences or proteins. This paper gives examples of usefulness of the approach. For instance, at least in some vertebrate genes intragenic duplications are more numerous than in orthologs from other animal taxons. Also intron phase patterns and exon lengths are highly conservative in some genes and can be traced back to a common ancestor of mammals and nema-todes. In other cases, there are orthologs which show drastic losses of intron-exon structures in metazoan groups such as insects. Hopefully this type of analysis may help to understand causes for conservation and drastic changes in exonintron structures as well time of such events.
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ADDITIONAL DATA AND ALIGNMENTS FOR GENES LISTED IN TABLE 2
Below is a list of human genes presented in Table 2 . The genes have at least 7 exons of the same size and these exons are framed by introns in the same phase. All such exons for any gene in the list were translated into polypeptides and aligned using CLUSTAL W in order to check their sequence similarity. Only those positions in the alignments, which were either conservative of picked up by CLUSTAL W as homologous are highlighted. There are many other positions which have some degree of similarity. Sequence similarity between exons which have length of 75 nucleotides is relatively low and might be gradually lost during evolution of the gene.
TARSH
LGR4 Gene This alignment supports sequence homology between exons which have length of 72 nucleotides. The numbers below this alignment show highly conservative and conservative positions within this repeat. The same positions are conservative in two other genes SLIT1 and LGR7, which can be found in this document. BLAST analysis of a copy of 72 nucleotide exon demonstrates wide presence of homologous sequence (similar to leucine-rich repeat-containing G-protein) in many mammalian species as well as in some low vertebrates with high degree of sequence similarity (data not shown). 71, 91, 387, 108, 186, 186, 186, 186, 186, 186, 186, 210, 186, 120, 31, 55, 610 This alignment supports sequence homology between exons which have length of 69 nucleotides. There is also strong sequence similarity between exons with lengths of 38 and 91 nucleotides. It is likely that the repeat included these three exons and surrounding introns.
Intron
SELP Gene
LGR7 Gene This alignment supports sequence homology between exons which have length of 72 nucleotides. The numbers below this alignment show highly conservative and conservative positions within this repeat. The same positions are conservative in two other genes SLIT1 and LGR4, which can be found in this document. This alignment supports sequence homology between exons which have length of 72 nucleotides. The exons which have length 144 nucleotides most likely are the result of intron loss that joins two neighbouring 72 nucleotide repeats (13a & 13b; 18a & 18b; 19a & 19b) .
Intron
KIDINS220 Gene
The numbers below this alignment show highly conservative and conservative positions within this repeat. The same positions are conservative in two other genes LGR4 and LGR7, which can be found in this document. This alignment supports sequence homology between all exons which have length of 84 nucleotides. The numbers below this alignment show highly conservative positions within this repeat. The same positions (except position 13) are conservative in gene CARD15, which can be found in this document. This alignment supports sequence homology between exons which have length of 84 nucleotides.
RNH1
CARD15 Gene
The numbers below this alignment show highly conservative and conservative positions within this repeat. The same positions (except position 13) are conservative in gene CARD4, which can be found in this document. This alignment supports sequence homology between exons which have length of 96 nucleotides. 
FLJ14712 Gene
